No. 97289N
Baby Brights Mandala

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. On Rnd 38 of the pattern, the first bracket - [ - has been moved to before the ch 3, instead of after the ch 3, so the ch 3 is included in the repeat. Rnd 52, the center column of the back page, has been changed. Please note the changes in red.

**Rnd 38:** (Ch 3, 3 dc) in same sp, [ch 3, {sc in next FPdc, ch 2, skip next FPdc, sc in next FPdc, ch 2} 4 times, etc.

**Rnd 52:** (second column, back page of pattern)

skip dc behind the FPdc, FPsc around each of next 7 dc, 3 FPdc around next FPdc 2 rnds below, skip dc behind the FPdc, FPsc around next dc, 3 FPdc around next FPdc 2 rnds below, skip dc behind the FPdc, FPsc around each of next 11 dc, {3 FPdc around next FPdc 2 rnds below, skip dc behind the FPdc, FPsc around next dc, 3 FPdc around next FPdc 2 rnds below, skip dc behind the FPdc, FPsc around each of next 9 dc} twice] 8 times, ending last rep with FPsc around each of next 8 dc, sl st in first FPsc to join.

Patterns are corrected from September 28, 2017.

We apologize for any inconvenience.